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. . 40 in Similarly, the database showed that percent of the cases closed FY involved actual dollar
losses of a or less. A breakdown of 1. 1997 the dollar range of losses is shown in Table 3. Table 3 AND
CASES PROSECUTED WITH ARRESTS ACTUAL DOLLAR LOSSES Source: Secret Service Database by
The term actual dollar lost represents the actualmncial loss incurred an ofthe individual f7nancial
institution a result crime committed. as Officials explained that the high percentage of cases with
actual losses in 1 of or less was part due to agents not updating the actual loss 2, amounts as the
case progressed. As discussed in Finding our review of cases confirmed officials statements that
agents did not always enter the proper dollar amount for actual losses in the Services database or
adequately support the amount. Additionally, Headquarters officials explained that they emphasize
a proactive approach to all agents in investigating As a result,...
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A very great ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It can be packed with wisdom and knowledge I found out this book from my dad and i encouraged this
publication to learn.
-- Elena McLaughlin-- Elena McLaughlin

Basically no words to explain. I actually have study and that i am sure that i will gonna read once more again down the road. You are going to like just how
the blogger publish this pdf.
-- Ms. Tamara Hackett DVM-- Ms. Tamara Hackett DVM
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